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Latex centering table of contents title

Information and discussion about LaTeX general text formatting functions (e.g. bold, italics, enumerations, ...) p.david Post: 43 Joined: Thu Sep 10, 2009 5:22 Postby p.david » Fri Dec 11, 2009 12:50 Hello,I have the following piece code:\documentclass[a4paper,12pt,openany,oneside]
{memoir}\renewcommand{\contentsname}{TABLE OF CONTENTS}\begin{document}\tableofcontents\chapter{Test}\end{document}I want center the title TABLE OF CONTENTS. How can I do that? I also want to center all other titles such as LIST OF NUMBERS, LIST OF TABLES and LIST OF ATTACHMENTS. Thanks
in advance meho_r Post: 823 Went: Tis Aug 07, 2007 5:28 Postby meho_r » Fri Dec 11, 2009 2:11 You may try this:\renewcommand{\printtoctitle}{\centrering\Huge\bfseries}Note that when redefining \printtoctitle you have to set other attributes as well (in the example I like \ Huge and \bfseries). For more infos take a
look at Chapter 9. in memoir documentation. s.david Post: 43 Went: Thu Sep 10, 2009 5:22 Postby s.david »Fri Dec 11, 2009 2:24 pm meho_r wrote:You may try this:\renewcommand{\printtoctitle}{\centering\Huge\bfseries}Note that when redefining \printtoctitle you have to set other attributes as well (in the example I set
\Hugeseries and \bf). For more infos take a look at Chapter 9. in memoir documentation. Hi,Thanks for answering, but it didn't work. I still have the title in line on the left. Why? Greetings meho_r Post: 823 Joined: Tis Aug 07, 2007 5:28 pm Postby meho_r » Fri 11 Dec 2009 03:27 Strange. On my system (TeXLive 2009),
works fine. Here's your code with the additional line from my previous post to test:\documentclass[a4paper,12pt,openany,oneside]{memoir}\renewcommand{\printtoctitle}{\centering \Huge\bfseries}\renewcommand{contentsname}{TABLE OF
CONTENTS}\begin{document}\tableofcontents\chapter{Test}\end{document}And in appendix is its output. I tested it with pdflatex and xelatex. Can someone else test it and confirm if it works? Attachments TOC_test.pdf The output of the above code. (19.65 KiB) Downloaded 307 Times Lucia Post: 36 Went: Wed Dec 31,
2008 9:03 PM Postby Lucia » Fri Dec 11, 2009 7:21 I just tested the code with that additional line and that's working on my system, too. I have TeXLive 2008. p.david Post: 43 Joined: Thu Sep 10, 2009 5:22 PM Postby s.david » Fri Dec 11, 2009 11:45 pm meho_r wrote:Strange. On my system (TeXLive 2009), works
fine. Here's your code with the additional line from my previous post to test:\documentclass[a4paper,12pt,openany,oneside]{memoir}\renewcommand{\printtoctitle}{\centering \Huge\bfseries}\renewcommand{contentsname}{TABLE OF CONTENTS}\begin{document}\tableofcontents\chapter{Test}\end{document}And in
appendix is its output. I tested it with pdflatex and xelatex. Can someone else test it and confirm if it works? Yes you're right. I'm sorry about this. I tried it on complete documents in which did not work. As an independent document, that's all right. In my original document, I use something like
this:\documentclass[a4paper,12pt,openany,oneside]{memoir}\renewcommand{\contentsname}{TABLE OF CONTENTS}\begin{document}\chapter*{\contentsname}\{chapter Test}\end{document}It's a long story why I did this. I want to center this chapter title alone, not all chapter titles. How can I do this? Thanks in
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forumYou can not delete your posts in this forumYou can not post attachments in this forum [Home] [Top] Full Text Search This document was generated on March 1, 1996 using texi2html translator version 1.46. Tables are common elements in most scientific documents, LaTeX gives a large large of tools to customize
tables, resize, combine cells, change the color of cells, and so on. This article explains how. Introduction Below you can see the simplest work exeexeten on a table \begin{center} \begin{tabular}{ c c } cell1 &amp; cell2 &amp; cell3 \\ cell4 &amp; cell5 &amp; cell6 \\ cell7 &amp; cell8 &amp; cell9 \end{tabular} \end{center}
The tabular environment is the default method for LaTeX to create tables. You must specify a parameter to this environment, {c c c} tells LaTeX that there should be three columns and that the text inside each of them must be centered. Open an example in Overleaf Create a simple table in LaTeX The table system
environment is more flexible, you can put separator lines in between each column. \begin{center} \begin{tabular}{ |c|c|c| } \hline cell1 &amp; cell2 &amp; cell3 \\ cell4 &amp; cell5 &amp; cell6 \\ cell7 &amp; cell8 &amp; cell9 \\ \hline \end{tabular} \end{center} It was already said that the tabular environment is used to write
tables. To be more clear about how it works below is a description of each command. { |c|c|c| } This ensures that three columns, separated by a vertical line, will be used in the table. Each c means that the contents of the column will be centered, you can also use r to align the text on the right and l for left alignment. \hline
This will insert a horizontal line on top of the table and at the bottom too. There is no limit to the number of times you can use \hline. cell1 &amp; cell2 &amp; cell3 \\ Each &amp; is a cell separator and double-backslash \\ sets the end of this row. Below is a second example. \begin{center} \begin{tabular}{|| c c c||} \hline
Col1 &amp; Col2 &amp; Col2 &amp; Col3 \\ [0.5ex] \hline\hline 1 &amp; 6 &amp; 87837 &amp; 787 \\ \hline 2 &amp; 7 &amp; 78 &amp; 5415 \\ \hline 3 &amp; 545 &amp; 778 &amp; 7507 \\ \hline 4 &amp; 545 &amp; 18744 &amp; 7560 \\ \hline 5 &amp; 88 &amp; 788 &amp; 6344 \\ [1ex] \hline \end{tabular} \end{center}



This example shows double vertical and horizontal lines , when used correctly to keep the information in the table organized. Open an example in Sheet Tables fixed length When you format a table, you may require a fixed length either for each column or for the entire table. The example below establishes a fixed column
width. \begin{center} \begin{tabular}{ | m{5em} | m{1cm}| m{1cm} | } \hline cell1 dummy text dummy text dummy text&amp;cells2 &amp;amp; cell3 \\ \\ \hline cell1 dummy text dummy text dummy text dummy text dummy text &amp; cell5 &amp; cell6 \\ \hline cell7 &amp; cell8 &amp; cell9 \\ \hline \end tab{ular} to use the
parameters shown in the example, you must import the package array in the preamble to your LaTeX file with the next command in the table-view environment , parameter m{5em} sets a length of 5em for first (1cm for the other two) and center the text in the center of the cell. The targeting options are m for the middle, p
for top and b for the bottom. In standard tables, new rows must be inserted so the table will not stretch out of the text area, when you use these parameters the text is automatically formatted to fit inside each cell. If you don't need to check the width of each cell, but for the entire table, and then distribute the space within
evenly, use the tabular x of the package. See the example below: \begin{tabularx}{0.8\textwidth} { | &gt;{\raggedright\arraybackslash}X | &gt;{\centering\arraybackslash}X | &gt;{\raggedleft\arrayslashback}X | } \hline item 11 &amp; item 12 &amp; item 13 \\ \hline item 21 &amp; item 22 &amp; item 23 \\ \hline \end{tabularx}
The table shape of the environment is similar to the tabform but more flexible, it is available after adding the \usepackage{tabularx} row to the preamble. Note that the environment opening approach is different, in the example, the table width is set to 0.8 width of the text. You can use any of the LaTeX devices for such
length. Prefix inside braces | &gt;{\raggedright\arraybackslash}X | &gt;{\centering\arraybackslash}X | &gt;{\raggedleft\arraybackslash}X | sets the orientation for each column: the first on the left, the second to the center, and the third to the right. Open an example in Overleaf Combine rows and columns Rows and columns
can be combined into a larger cell. The example below is an example of the \multicolumn command for combining columns. \begin{tabular}{ |p{3cm}|| p{3cm}|p{3cm}|p{3cm}| } \hline \multicolumn{4}{|c|} {Country List} \\ \hline Country Name or Area Name &amp; ISO ALPHA 2 Code &amp;ISO ALPHA 3 Code&amp;ISO
numeric Code\\ \hline Afghanistan &amp; AF &amp; 004\\ Aland Islands &amp; AX &amp; ALA &amp;248\\ Albania &amp;AL &amp; ALB &amp; 008\\ Algeria &amp;DZ &amp; DZA&amp; 012\\ American Samoa&amp; AS &amp; ASM&amp;016\\ Andorra&amp; AD &amp; AND &amp;020\\ Angola&amp; AO &amp;
AGO&amp;024\\ \hline \end{tabular} Let's see every part of the \multicolumn{4}{|c|} command {Country List} \\: {4} number of columns to combine, 4 in this case. {|c|} Delimiters and alignment of the resulting cell, in this case the text will be centered and a vertical line will be drawn on each side of the cell. {Country List}
Text to display inside the cell. To combine the rows the package multirow must be imported with in your preamble, then you can use the \multirow command in your document: \begin{center} \begin{tabular}{ |c|c|c|c| } \hline col1 &amp; col2 &amp; col3 \\ \hline \multirow{3}{4em}{Multiple row} &amp; cell2 &amp; cell3 \\
&amp; cell5 &amp; cell6 \\ &amp; cell8 &amp; cell9 \\ \hline \end{tabular} \end{center} The multirow command takes three parameters. The first is the number of rows to combine, 3 in the example. The second parameter is the width of the column, 4em in the example. Finally, the third parameter is the contents of the cell.
Open an example in Overleaf Multi-page tables If you need to insert a very long table, which lists two or more pages in your document, long table package. First, add to the preamble line This will make the longtable command available. \documentclass{article} \documentclass{article} \usepackage{longtable}
\begin{document} \begin{longtable}[c]{| c |} \caption{Long table caption.\label{long}}\\ \hline \multicolumn{2}{| c |} {Begin of Table}\\ \hline Something &amp; something else\\ \hline \endfirsthead \hline \multicolumn{2}{|c|} {Continuation of Table \ref{long}}\\ \hline Something &amp; something else\\ \hline \endhead \hline
\endfoot \hline \multicolumn{2}{| c |} {End of Table}\\ \hline\hline \endlastfoot Lots of lines &amp; like this\\ Lots of lines &amp; like this\\ Lots of lines &amp; like this\\ Lots of lines &amp; like this\\ Lots of lines &amp; like this\\ Lots of lines &amp; like this\\ Lots of lines &amp; like this\\ \end{longtable} longtable behavior is
similar to the default table field, but generates tables that can be broken by the standard-LaTeX page-breaking algorithm. There are four elements long table specific. \endfirsthead Everything above this command will appear at the beginning of the table, in the first page. \endhead Whatever you put before this command
and below the endfirst header will appear at the top of the table in each page except the first. \endfoot Is similar to \endhead, what you put after \endhead and before this command will appear at the bottom of the table in each page except the last one. \endlastfoot Similar to endfisthead. The elements after \endfoot and
before this command will appear at the bottom of the table, but only in the last page where the table appears.   Opening an example in Overleaf Positioning Tables a table is easy if they are inside a float table environment. \begin{table}[h!] \centering \begin{tabular}{|| c c c||} \hline Col1 &amp; Col2 &amp; Col2 &amp; Col3
\\ [0.5ex] \hline\hline 1 &amp; 6 &amp; 87837 &amp; 787 \\ 2 &amp; 7 &amp; 78 &amp; 5415 \\ 3 &amp; 545 &amp; 778 &amp; 7507 \\ 4 &amp; 545 &amp; 18744 &amp; 7560 \\ 5 &amp; 88 &amp; 788 &amp; 6344 \\ [1ex] \hline \end tabular} \end table{} Parameterh! sent to the environmental declaration table, this table
must be placed here, and override latex defaults. Other positioning parameters can be passed also: h Place table here approximately. t Place the table at the top of the page. b Place the table at the bottom of the page. p Place the table in a separate page, for tables only. ! Override internal LaTeX parameters. H Place
the table in this exact place, quite similar to h!. For further examples of table positioning see The Positioning Images and Tables article. In this example, there are a few more commands.: \centering Centers table relative to float container elements. \[1ex] This gives the cell extra space.   Open an example in Overleaf
Captions, Labels, and References Tables, caption, label, and reference with the environment table. The \ref{table:1} table is an example of referenced \LaTeX elements. \begin{table}[h!] \centering \begin{tabular}{|| c c c||} \hline Col1 &amp; Col2 &amp; &amp; Col3 \\ [0.5ex] \hline\hline 1 &amp; 6 &amp; 87837 &amp; 787
&amp;\ 2 &amp; 7 &amp; 78 &amp; 5415 \\ 3 &amp; 545 &amp; 778 &amp; 7507 \\ 4 &amp; 545 &amp; 18744 &amp; 7560 \\ 5 &amp; 8 8 &amp; 788 &amp; 6344 \\ [1ex] \hline \end{tabular} \caption{Table to test captions and labels} \{table:1} \end{table} As you may expect this command sets the caption for the table, if
you create a list of tables this caption will be used there. You can place it above or below the table. \label{table:1} If you need to reference the table within the document, enter a label with this command. The label will number the table, and combined with the next command will allow you to reference it. \ref{table:1} This
code will be replaced by the number corresponding to the referenced table. Note: The document may need to be compiled more than once for the labels to work. Open an example in The Sheet List of Tables Creating a list of tables is straightforward. \documentclass{article} \usepackage[utf8]{inputenc} \begin{document}
\listoftables ... \end{document} The caption for each table will be used to generate this list. For languages supported by the babel package, the title List of tables will be translated accordingly. See the article on International Language Support for more info. Open an example in Overleaf Change the appearance of a table
Several table elements can be modified to achieve a good-looking document. Below you will learn how to modify the line thickness, line color, and cell background color in your table. Line width and cell padding The table's readability is sometimes improved by stepping in the column spacing and row stretching.
\documentclass{article} \usepackage[utf8]{inputenc} \setlength{\arrayrulewidth}{1mm} \setlength{tabcolsep}{18pt} \renewcommand{\arraystretch}{1.5} \begin{document} \begin{tabular}{ |p{3cm}|p{3cm}|p{3cm}| }\hline \multi{3}column{{|| {Country List} \\ \hline Country Name or Area Name &amp; ISO ALPHA 2 Code
&amp;ISO ALPHA 3 \\ \hline Afghanistan &amp; AF &amp;AMP=\ Aland Islands &amp; AX &amp; ALA \\ Albania &amp; AL &amp; ALB \\ Algeria &amp;DZ &amp; DZA \\ American Samoa &amp; ASM \\ Andorra &amp; AD &amp; AND \\ Angola &amp; AO &amp; AGO \\ \hline \end{tabular} \end{document} A description
of the commands is below: \setlength{\arrayrulewidth}{1mm} This sets the thickness of the table's borders. In the example is 1mm but you can use other devices, see the article Lengths in LaTeX for a complete list. \setlength{\tabcolsep}{18pt} The space between the text and the left/right border of its containing cell is set
to 18p with this command. Again, you may use other devices if needed. \renewcommand{\arraystretch}{1.5} The height of each row is set to 1.5 relative to its Open an example in Overleaf Color Alternating Rows It's common to use two colors for alternating rows in a one to improve readability. This can be achieved in
LaTeX with the xcolor package and the table parameter. \documentclass{article} \usepackage[table]{xcolor} \setlength{\arrayrulewidth}{1mm} \setlength{\tabcolsep}{18pt} \renewcommand{\arraystretch}{2.5} {\rowcolors{3} {green!80!yellow!50}{green!70!yellow!40} \begin{tabular}{ |p{3cm}|p{3cm}|p{3cm}| } \hline
\multicolumn{3}{|c|} {Country List} \\ \hline Country Name or Area Name &amp; ISO ALPHA 2 Code &amp;ISO ALPHA 3 \\ \hline Afghanistan &amp; AFG \\ Aland Islands &amp; AX &amp; ALA \\ Albania &amp; ALB \\ Algeria &amp; DZ &amp; DZA \\ American Samoa &amp; ASM \\ Andorra &amp; AD &amp; &amp; \\
Angola &amp; AO &amp; AGO \\ \hline \end{tabular} } Notice braces just before the \rowcolors{3}{green!80!yellow!50}{green!70!yellow!40} command. The \rowcolors command takes three parameters that are each passed inside braces: the line to start, the color of odd rows, and the color of even rows. See the
documentation for the xcolor package (at the wider reading section) for a list of available colors and how to create your own. In the example, the colors are blended green and yellow in different proportions. For the command to work, be sure to add \usepackage[table]{xcolor} to the preamble to your LaTeX file. Open an
example in Oversheet Coloring a table (cells, rows, columns, and lines) All elements in a table can be customized to use a specific color. Again, this functionality is provided by xcolor so you need to add \usepackage[table]{xcolor} to the preamble. Below is an example. \documentclass{article} \usepackage[utf8]{inputenc}
\usepackage[table]{xcolor} \setlength{\arrayrulewidth}{1mm} \setlength{\tabcolsep}{18pt} \renewcommand{\arraystretch}{2.5} ewcolumntype{s }{&{&&amp;tabcolsep}{18pt} \renewcommand{\arraystretch}{2.5} ewcolumntype{s }{&{&&amp;tabcolsep}{18pt} \renewcommand{\arraystretch}{2.5} ewcolumntype{s }{&
{&&amp;tabcolsep}{18pt} \renewcommand{\arraystretch}{2.5} ewcolumntype{s }{&amp;tabcolsep}{18pt} \renewcommand{\arraystretch}{2.5} ewcolumntype{s }{&amp;tab gt;{\columncolor[HTML]{AAACED}} p{3cm}} \arrayrulecolor[HTML]{DB5800} \begin{tabular}{ |s|p{3cm}|p{3cm}| } \hline \rowcolor{lightgray}
\multicolumn{3}{|c|} {Country List} \\ \hline Country Name or Area Name &amp; ISO ALPHA 2 Code &amp;ISO ALPHA 3 \\ \hline Afghanistan &amp; AFG \\ \rowcolor{gray} Aland Islands &amp; AX &amp; ALA \\ Albania &amp;AMP; ALB \\ Algeria &amp;DZ &amp; DZA \\ American Samoa &amp; AS &amp;; ASM \\
Andorra &amp; AD &amp; \cellcolor[HTML]{AA0044} AND \\ Angola &amp; AO &amp; AGO \\ \hline \end{tabular} Below is a description of how to change the color of each element in the table : The color of the lines. The \arrayrulecolor command is used for this purpose. The example uses an HTML format, but other
formats are also available, see the xcolor documentation for a full list (link provided at the further processing section). Background color of a cell. Use the \cellcolor command. You can either enter the name directly inside the braces (red, gray, green, and so on) or pass a format parameter inside brackets (HTML in the
example), and then set color inside the braces using the established format. Background color on a row. In this case \rowcolor will accomplish it. Same Same if the color selections mentioned in the two previous commands are valid for this one. Background color of a column. This one is a bit tricky, the easiest way is to
define a new column type. The ewcolumntype{s}{&gt;{\columncolor[HTML]{AAACED}} p{3cm}} command defines a column type named s whose alignment is p, the column width is 3cm, and the color is set in HTML format to AAACED. This new column type is used in the table-shaped environment.   Open an example in
the Overleaf Reference Guide quick description of parameters in the table-shaped environment Tables can be created using the table environment. \begin{tabular}[pos]{cols} table contents \end{tabular} where options can be: pos : Vertical position. It can assume the following values: t the line at the top is aligned with the
text baseline b the line at the bottom is aligned with the text baseline c or no table is centered to the text baseline cols : Defines the alignment and the borders of each column. It can have the following values: l left-motivated column c centered column r right-justified column p{'width'} paragraph column with text vertically
aligned at the top of the M{'width'} paragraph column with text vertically aligned in the middle (requires array packets) b{'width'} paragraph column with text vertically aligned at the bottom (requires matrix packets) | vertical line || double vertical line *{num}{shape} the format form is repeated num times; for example, *{3}{|l}|
equals |l|l|| To separate between cells and introduce new rows use the following commands: &amp; column separators \\ start new row (additional space can be specified after \\ using brackets, such as \\[6pt]) \hline horizontal line between rows ewline start a new row within a cell (in a paragraph column) \cline{i-j} partial
horizontal row that starts in column in and ends in j Additional column For more information see
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